You Can't Take It With You
by George S. Kaufman & Moss Hart

May 5 - 22, 2005
(in the new theater in Red Bank)

“Life’s pretty simple if you just relax.”

Welcome to the Sycamore home, a place filled with mayhem and oddball characters, where anything can happen! By the authors of Once in a Lifetime and The Man Who Came To Dinner, this Pulitzer Prize-winning play is an inspired and giddy confection of romance and lunacy, and is one of the Wittiest and most charming American plays of the 20th century. When the attractive, young Tony Kirby becomes engaged to Alice Sycamore, he brings his wealthy, uptight, and unhappy parents to dine at the Sycamore home. The evening explodes in fireworks (literally) and laughter!